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New and Upcoming Releases
Tomomi Hanamure, a Japanese citizen who loved exploring 
the rugged wilderness of the American West, was killed on 
her birthday May 8, 2006. She was stabbed 29 times as she 
hiked to Havasu Falls on the Havasupai Indian Reservation 
at the bottom of Grand Canyon. Her killer was an 18 year 
old Havasupai youth. It was the most brutal murder ever 
recorded in Grand Canyon's history. 

Journalist Annette McGivney covered the murder for 
Backpacker Magazine and wrote an award-winning article 
that received more reader mail than any story of the last 
decade.

A woman who also enjoys wilderness hiking, McGivney 
felt a bond with Hanamure and embarked on a years-long 
pursuit to learn more about her. She traveled to Japan and 
across the American West, following the trail through Native 
American lands and national parks that Hanamure left in 
her journals. McGivney 
also felt a connection 
to Hanamure's killer, 
and her reporting 
unexpectedly triggered 
long-buried memories 
about violent abuse 
McGivney experienced 
as a child.

Pure Land is a story of this inner and outer journey, how two 
women in search of their true nature found transcendence 
in the West's most spectacular landscapes. It is also a tale of 

how child abuse leads to violence and destroys lives. And it is, ultimately, a story of healing. 

“McGivney intuitively grounds her narrative while exploring humanity’s roots of culture and origins of character...
She is a storyteller of the highest caliber, with a style reminiscent of Jon Krakauer’s journalistic skill and unmistakable 
purpose.” — Carine McCandless, author of The Wild Truth, the New York Times bestselling follow-up to Into 
the Wild

“Pure Land reads like Into the Wild, but with a female protagonist, and by an author who is even more fearless than 
Krakauer in her quest to understand her past, her motivations, and her desire to make sense of a brutal, possibly 
unavoidable murder.” —Tracy Ross, author of The Source of All Things, a Memoir

“There is such tragic irony here. The very things that Japanese tourist Tomomi Hanamure is so deeply passionate 
about—the wild, stark, beautiful American West and Native American culture—are what leads to her violent 
death...McGivney has masterfully woven three separate, highly personal narratives.” — S. C. Gwynne, Author of 
Empire of the Summer Moon, finalist for the Pulitzer Prize

PURE LAND:  A True Story of Three Lives, Three Cultures, and the Search for Heaven on Earth
AUXmedia (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

(October 2017)
354 pages

PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Tonome Hanamure
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“The apsara is the mythical deity that decorates most 
Khmer temples, and it represents the ideal woman 
in Cambodia. In fact even the classical dancers are 
modeled after them. My “apsara in New York” image 
meant a meeting of my heritage/culture being dropped 
into the madness, urban temples(not necessarily 
religious, but sacred spaces personal and whatnot). I 
feel like my work and who I am embodies the jarring 
combination of old world Cambodian tradition and 
culture with the adjustment of US, the Bronx, NYC 
in general”. –Sokunthary Svay

“Sokunthary Svay’s No Others is truly like no other poetry collection I’ve read.  Transnational and pan-ethnic 
in scope, the book begins in a refugee camp in Thailand, settles in the Bronx and, driven by memory and desire, 
returns to the Cambodian cities of Phnom Penh, Battambang, and Takeo.  The poet is both fierce and tender, street-
smart and thoughtful, maternal and filial, political and haunted.  With No Others, Svay emerges as a powerful new 
voice in Cambodian-American poetry.”  ~Bunkong Tuon, author of Gruel 

“The immigrant child has many tasks, not the least a steadfastness to the mother country. In Sokunthary Svay’s 
case, this is Cambodia just barely post-Killing Fields but still abiding in the collective and particular nightmare of 
every survivor. And the survivor’s offspring. Another task, of course, is a new language made up of articulation, 
gesture, sign—here Gun Hill Road, there a mother saying, You wear the dress and stupid big boot no job. At the 
heart of everything, though, is to disprove that people wait to mispronounce you, / to misspell you. Svay knows this 
deeply and invites you to join her in tasting dragon-fruit, perhaps less poignant than those in Phnom Penh, but no 
less crucial.”  ~Kimiko Hahn, author of Brain Fever

Apsara in New York
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

(October 2017)
60 pages

PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Poetry
2016 Willow Arts Alliance Fellow
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Sahar Mustafah is the daughter of Palestinian 
immigrants, a richly complicated inheritance she 
explores in her fiction.

“The native and immigrant Palestinians in Sahar Mustafah’s Code of the West live in a world where the threat of 
violence is part of their existence. Some of these characters exist within their own ethnic enclave, while others 
travel beyond to unexpected locations. What deeply resonates are the ways Mustafah captures the textures of 
her characters’ lives, the atmosphere of their homes and families, certain quiet scenes where some unexpected 
connection or depth of feeling enters, and we are reminded of Chekhov’s observation that heartbreak or great 
changes can arrive at the most ordinary of moments.” ~David Mura, author of Turning Japanese: Memoirs of a Sansei 
and Famous Suicides of the Japanese Empire (a novel)

“From North Dakota to the West Bank, Mustafah’s characters struggle to find a secure and welcoming home. A man 
faces anti-Muslim harassment on the job. A woman, dealing with infertility, realizes she has a half-sister. A group of 
women set up a charity drive at their local mosque, only to be confronted with the ugliness of the Iraq war’s politics. 
Mustafah renders these characters and their dilemmas with careful detail —and love. This is a marvelous, moving 
book.” ~Susan Muaddi Darraj

“These are funny, tragic, and mysterious stories that take unexpected turns. And if they stopped there, they’d be 
worthwhile. But they go further. They do more than tell a good story and keep us turning pages. They upend 
misconceptions and stereotypes about people too often characterized as so alien and so different from the rest of us 
that they might as well be from another planet. Mustafah shows us that while differences between people do exist, 
we inhabit a familiar world--one of heartbreak, contradiction, uncertain futures, and unresolved pasts. Most of all, 
we find here people who endure, for better or worse. There is a phrase for this, for what these stories are ultimately 
about—being human.” ~Hayan Charara

CODE OF THE WEST
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

(October 2017)
156 pages

PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Short Stories

2016 Grand Prize Winner
Willow Books Literature Awards
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WE SEEK ASYLUM by Gustavo Adolfo Aybar

Using his beloved pastime of baseball as an allegory, 
poet Gustavo Adolfo Aybar debuts a tour de force 
meditation on the battle for the soul of the Dominican 
Republic.

WE SEEK ASYLUM
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

(October 2017)
76 pages

PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Pregame Ritual from a Dominican Jail
© 2017 Gustavo Adolfo Aybar

After another night of jazz, 
boleros and merengues, Leroy,

Cool Papa, Josh and Huesito shadowbox
drunkenly upon the first cockcrow.

Echoes of their clambake at Club V
fade with the early morning mangú,

gales of laughter and impromptu bout.
Hens cackle and newly arrived soldiers

inform Satchel, he and the others will rest or
jawbone in jail; listen to the Count, Q,

King or Ella; either way their tenantship
lessens the chances the Ciudad Trujillo

members will lose. “Take the advice and win,”
needled Ol’ Satch, as he massaged his arm,

oiled it and pondered the firing squad that shall
perform its duty. So he rehearsed his playbook,

quickly recalled his pitches: the Sloppy J,
Ragtime Two-Step, the Mussolini

Slider, Midnight Rider, the Hesitation Pitch,
the infield plays and bunting scenarios. A bug

upended then crawled atop his glove. The whiff of
vintage leather, softened and worn, reminded Satch of home,

white women and the Scottsboro Boys; of how the word “rape” led
x number of lynch mobs to form and of how panic

yields a certain kind of frenzy, enough to make his old frame lob zooming 
fastballs never before seen on the island of Hispaniola.

Gustavo Adolfo Aybar is a Cave 
Canem and Artist Inc. fellow. His 
work can be found in Primera 
Pagina: Poetry from the Latino 
Heartland. Aybar also translated 
work by Mexican author/playwright 
Glafira Rocha.

Poetry
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Fiction—Short Stories

“Vanessa Hua inhabits in graceful and heartbreaking detail the people of her stories: strivers and betrayers, lovers 
and the landless, all of them on their way to transcendence in her hands.”  – SUSAN STRAIGHT, author of Between 
Heaven and Here and Highwire Moon   

“Fast-paced, dazzling, smart, and fun, Vanessa Hua’s debut collection illustrates the insanities and heartbreaks on 
both sides of the Pacific.” – GARY SHTEYNGART, author of Little Failure and  Super Sad True Love Story

“Deceit and Other Possibilities gives us characters whose lives are constrained and yet also enriched by different 
borders, cultures, and traditions. A bracing and beautiful debut, full of fire and light.” –LAILA LALAMI, author of 
The Moor’s Account

Vanessa Hua has appeared in The Atlantic, New York Times, FRONTLINE/World, Washington Post, and elsewhere.  
Previously, she was a staff writer at the San Francisco Chronicle, and has filed stories from China, South Korea, 
Panama, Burma and Ecuador. She received a 2015 Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers’ Award, the San Francisco 
Foundation’s Phelan Award for Fiction, and is a former Steinbeck Fellow in Fiction at San Jose State University. 
Her novel, A River of Stars, is forthcoming from Ballantine.

Deceit and Other Possibilities (2016)
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

150 pages
PROPOSAL AVAILABLE—World English except United Kingdom

2017 Winner, Adult Fiction, Asian/
Pacific American Librarians 

Association (APALA)

2017 Finalist, California Book Awards

2017 Selection, One City, One Book

2015 Grand Prize Winner, Willow Books 
Literature Awards

Select Backlist
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Fiction—Novel

“Summer of the Cicadas introduces us to Viola Moon as she enters a collegiate world that’s both alluring and strange. 
Cole Lavalais is a shaper of voices, delivering a wonderful debut rendered with compassion, sharpness, and light.”-
-Ravi Howard, Driving the King

“An evocative story about the pursuit of home and healing.”—HelloBeautiful.com

Cole Lavalais has been awarded writer residencies at the Vermont Studio Center and The Noepe Center for the 
Literary Arts. She is a fellow of the Kimbilio Center for Black Fiction, VONA, and the Callaloo Writing workshops. 
She holds an M.F.A. from Chicago State University and a Ph.D. from the University of Illinois at Chicago. She has 
taught writing for over ten years and currently teaches a community-based writing workshop on the south side of 
Chicago.

Summer of the Cicadas (2016)
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

198 pages
PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Editor’s Choice, Willow Books

Summer of the Cicadas is a journey into the 
haunting world of Viola "Vi" Ikewe Moon. 
A fragile Viola begins her freshman year at 
A&M University after a compulsory stay at 
a mental health center, hoping to reinvent 
herself by escaping south to a small black 
college. Once Vi is uncomfortably situated 
on campus, the ghost 
she imagined she could 
outrun soon becomes her 
constant companion. Vi 
is convinced that the only 
way to put the ghost to 
rest and regain her sanity 
is to pursue a man who 
is just as precariously 
positioned in his own 
ancestral angst. When 
that ends disastrously, 
she obsessively searches 
for the father that she can 
neither clearly remember 
nor completely forget.
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Poetry

In Lucinda Roy’s fine new collection, Fabric, she 
bravely invokes a variety of horrors—war, slavery, 
rape, and racism, among other orders of violence--
and responds to them in formally adept and deeply 
personal poems. Her meditations on the broad and 
disturbing frailties of our civilization are profoundly 
thoughtful and wonderfully fresh...~Sidney Wade

The tellers of what Auden called “the public lie” 
seem lately to have drowned out all other speech. 
Their language is one of xenophobia, racism, 
violence, and unparalleled arrogance. Lucinda Roy’s 
quietly courageous and formally dexterous poems 
are meant, above all, to speak truth to the public lie. 
And the truths they speak are rich and various. We 
are offered , among other things, studies of child 
soldiers in war-ravaged Africa, elegies fashioned in 
the terrible aftermath of the Virginia Tech slayings, 
ekphrastic meditations on African masks that 
remind us of the preciousness of myth-making, and 
self-portraits that strive to arrive at a hard-won, 
essential wisdom. As she writes in one of the book’s 
most characteristic poems, “After so much loss I still 
believe—still want to believe tonight/that the Small-
Life we lead can dance a cosmos.” After reading this 
splendid collection, we want to share this belief. 

~David Wojahn   

FABRIC (2017)
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

100 pages
PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Editor’s Choice, Willow Books
Fabric is an insightful exploration of one woman’s 
journey through the modern world while recognizing 
her path was carved by the Middle Passage. Lucinda Roy 
is the daughter of parents born in England and Jamaica. 
Roy is the Alumni Distinguished Professor in Creative 
Writing at Virginia Tech, a novelist, poet, and memoirist. 
Roy’s publications include the poetry collections Wailing 
the Dead to Sleep and The Humming Birds (winner of the 
Eighth Mountain Poetry 
Prize); and the novels Lady 
Moses (a Barnes and Noble 
Discover Great New Writers 
selection), and The Hotel 
Alleluia. Her memoir-critique 
entitled No Right to Remain 
Silent: What We’ve Learned 
from the Tragedy at Virginia 
Tech, was published by Three 
Rivers/Random House. 
Professor Roy was awarded 
an honorary doctorate from 
the University of Richmond 
in 2000. Roy has been a guest 
on the CBS Evening News with 
Katie Couric, The Today Show, Sunday Morning, Oprah, 
NPR’s The Diane Rehm Show, Sky News, Al Jazeera, and 
many TV and radio shows.  She has also been a featured 
guest on PBS and BBC documentaries. 

My grandmother didn’t waste anything. The tops and 
bottoms of carrots, the ends of celery, the outer skins of 
onions all went into a jar that at the end of the month made 
soup. Worn shirts, t-towels, dresses too small and now not 
able to be worn to church again were made into pieces and 
sewn into quilts. I don’t know what she did with leftover 
tears. Maybe put them in a Fabric which would later be 
a poem to embrace a lonely granddaughter. That’s what 
Lucinda’s grandmother did. And now we have Fabric to 
embrace our laughter and tears. To carry us forward. To 
help us sing a song of yesterday for tomorrow. 

~Nikki Giovanni
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Poetry

E. Ethelbert Miller is a writer and literary activist. 
The editor of Poet Lore, Miller served as Director of 
the African American Resource Center at Howard 
University. Awarded an honorary Doctor of 
Literature from Emory and Henry College, Miller 
has taught at UNLV, American University, George 
Mason University, and Emory and Henry College. 
A two-time Fulbright Senior Specialist Program 
Fellow and the founder of the Humanities Council 
of Washington, D.C., Miller has authored several 
collections of poetry and two memoirs. He is the host 
and producer of The Scholars, which airs on UDC-
TV.  A 2015 Washington, D.C. Hall of Fame Inductee, 
Miller is also a regular on National Public Radio.

The Collected Poems of E. Ethelbert Miller (2016)
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

462 pages
PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Established Authors Series, Willow Books
The Collected Poems of E. Ethelbert Miller is a lifetime 
compendium of one of America’s greatest poets. 

“Ethelbert’s poetry enters us and sings. Like the biblical 
prophets, he inspires and challenges us, and gives voice 
to our deepest longing: to live with greater intensity and 
passion, and bring significance to our existence. He is 
one of the great voices of our day.”

—Susannah Heschel, Eli Black Professor of Jewish 
Studies, Dartmouth College
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Fiction—Short Stories

David Garvin’s stories have been published in Pleiades, Literal Latté and Zuzu’s Petals. He has read his work at KGB 
in New York City. One of his stories won the 1st Place National Story Award presented by Birmingham College.  
A novella was a semifinalist in The Paris Prize, while his short story, “White Sun,” won a partial scholarship to the 
Dzanc Books/CNC DISQUITE International Literary Program in Lisbon Summer 2013. Garvin lived in Yucatán for 
most of the Seventies, where he owned a restaurant. He has written four plays, three of which were produced in 
New York City.  

White Sun: Stories from Hispanoamérica (2016)
Willow Books (A Division of AQUARIUS PRESS)

144 pages
PROPOSAL AVAILABLE

Past Grand Prize Winner
Willow Books Literature Awards

“Love has its own soil and its own 
allegiance.”—from White Sun

White Sun: Stories from Hispanoamérica is 
a haunting collection of intersecting stories 
about good and evil in the coastal villages 
and jungles in the Mexican state of Yucatan. 
Innocence, beauty, and corruption fuels the 
lives of its inhabitants and tourists alike. Rich 
and evocative, these stories will stay with the 
reader long after the last goodbye. 
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